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I testified before your committee on Feb. 3rd in support of
some guarantee to the Indian citizens of Montana for the
preservation of their cultural heritage and their right to
have their history and languages taught in public schools.
I serve as lobbyist for our Montana Indians as a volunteer
in hopes that I nay help them achieve the liberty, equality
and justice that is the birthright of every American.
It
is a sad commentary that in the study of the history of our
Indian citizens there is no evidence that the Indians have
benefited in any way from their association with a '‘superior"?
race, rather their condition has been one of retrogression.
The following excerpts from "The
F i e 1 d I nve st i gat i on a nd Re s e a r c h
Subcommittee on Indian Education
and Puclic Welfare United States
a spec'al e d u cat i on al approac h.

Education of American Indians"
Reports prepared for the
of the Committee on Labor
Senate supports the need for

"The 'culture clash' is evident throughout the field studies.
Young Indian children--many from homes where English is not
spoken or not spoken very well--flnd themselves: removed from
their culture and placed in the midst of another, which is
presented as superior.
Values, beliefs, ideas and ideals
clash, with little, if any, understanding on the part of the
teachers, of the problem suddenly thrust upon the child.
Tn
an alien atmosphere within his own country, the child must-almost entirely on his own--surmount what appears to bo in
surmountable.
The school system--if it is public--does not
make allowances, does not give help, does not. understand.
If it is Federal--it is geared to making him non-Indlan.
For
12 years, if he is not a dropout, he will be tau.vht the "white
man's way" while the Federal Government-in teaching Feder:} 1
Indian schoolteachers--provides only a 2 week (at most)
orientation for teachers to learn the "Indian way".
A typical
reaction of the Indian child is to attend school end lister,
without hearing, look without seeing, and snook only when it
cannot be avoided.
This can only be changed by providing
textbooks that picture the Indian in his pro; or place in the
history of our country, and by providing ins’.motors who
understand and appreciate his values.
Only then will he have
the motivation to learn and the desire to improve.
Going
to a school where the Indian culture is studied, valued, and
understood, will bring to the child a pride i
his background
and a faith in his future.
The Field Reports indicate that educational success will
rest in a lame measure on Indian control of education.
last
educational programs, as the field reports demonstrate, have
been culturally insensitive and, to a .greater or lesser
degree assi milationi st, and these chamc turi s.ti es help cxpl ■ o
their failure.
Until Indians can exorcise their own voice in
shaping their destiny, imposed educational programs, however

well-meaning will be similarly doomed.0
Unfortunately it would be Impossible to capsulate for this
committee the knowledge
acquired in vears of reading of
Indian history;however the too often held conception that
Indian people do not have the intelligence to learn is not
borne out by history recorded by white men--quite the contrary.
It is noted again and again that they were people of superior
intelligence and wisdom although they had not achieved the
technological advances of the European nations.
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Mrs. Francos Suttert hwaite
Lobbyist, Inter-Tribal Policy Board

